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BRAND NEW MOBILE APP COMING SOON

With the aim of providing information to the tourists and promoting the state’s rich tourism 
products, the Tourism Department is developing a Mobile App. For this, the Department has 
shortlisted six agencies to develop, operate and maintain the App.

The Mobile App will be developed on platforms like Android, iOS and Windows. It will be a The Mobile App will be developed on platforms like Android, iOS and Windows. It will be a 
multilingual App with features like GPS & Social Media Integration, interactive maps of tourists 
places, suggested itineraries, notifications & alerts, weather information; facilities available nearby 
tourists places, among others. It will be a tourist friendly app with features like booking of entrance 
tickets to monuments; information related to hotels, restaurants, sightseeing, local transportation, 
etc.

It will also have information like location based contact details of Hospitals, Police Stations, It will also have information like location based contact details of Hospitals, Police Stations, 
Administration; Boarding & Lodging facilities available nearby the Tourist Destination.

– the Department of Tourism has issued Guidelines 
(http://tourism.rajasthan.gov.in/assets/pdf/acts-and-policy/Heritage-Certificate-Guidelines-2016.pdf) 
for conversion of a heritage property into heritage hotel or regularization of an existing heritage 
hotel. This will provide clarity to the heritage property owners.

Clearly defining a heritage property (fort, fortress, palace, castle, hunting lodge or residence with Clearly defining a heritage property (fort, fortress, palace, castle, hunting lodge or residence with 
heritage features), it should be built prior to 01 January 1950. Furthermore, the façade, architectural 
features and general construction of the heritage property should have the distinctive qualities and 
ambiance in keeping with the traditional way of life of the area.

As per the Guidelines any extension, improvement or renovation, changes in the existing structures As per the Guidelines any extension, improvement or renovation, changes in the existing structures 
should have been done in keeping with the traditional architectural styles and constructional 
techniques harmonizing the new with the old. The newly built area added should not exceed 50% of 
the total built (plinth) area including the old and new structures. For this purpose, facilities such as 
swimming pools, lawns, etc. have been excluded.

TTo obtain the Heritage Hotel status – the prescribed application form (Annexure-1) which also lists 
the documents required, will need to be submitted to the Commissioner / Director Tourism. The 

Earlier the luxury train had only a 7-day itinerary for the tourists. However, owing to paucity of 
time, a large number of tourists could not experience the splendid journey of the train. Now with 
two new itineraries more tourists will be able to travel on the RROW. This will also help the 
Corporation in boosting the luxury train’s business. While the existing itinerary of the train has 7 
trips, the new itineraries will have as many as 19 rounds each.
With the newly added itinerary of 4-nights and 5-days the train will begin from Delhi and cover With the newly added itinerary of 4-nights and 5-days the train will begin from Delhi and cover 
Chittorgarh, Udaipur, Jaipur, Bharatpur and Agra. Similarly, as per the itinerary of 3-nights and 
4-days, the train will start from Delhi and will cover Jaipur, Bharatpur and Agra.

It is to be recalled that as per the existing 7-nights and 8-days itinerary, the train starts from Delhi 
and covers Jodhpur, Udaipur, Chittorgarh, Sawai Madhopur, Jaipur, Khajuraho, Varanasi and Agra.

In this context the DOT, which is the nodal department for film shooting, has amended the existing 
‘Rajasthan Film Shooting Regulations, 2012”. As per the amended regulations – “Rajasthan Film 
Shooting (Amendment) Regulations, 2016” – the film makers have no longer to pay the security 
deposit of a whopping Rs. 50 lakhs restricted to one week schedule and Rs. 10 lakh per day beyond 
the one week. Similarly, the processing charges of Rs. 15,000 per day for the first week and Rs. 
10,000 per day beyond the first week has also been waived. Under the new regulations the 
application fee of Rs. 1000 is also not required to be paid.

TTo ensure speedy disposal of application for film shooting, nodal officers in DOT as well as in all 
other related Departments will be appointed who will act as a single reference point for compliance 
of all processes and extending time bound permissions.

The waiver of the security deposit, processing charges and application fee will give a faster boost to 
film shooting in the State. The Department will endeavour to extend all help in expediting such 
proposal so that film shooting can be made an active economic activity in the State.

GUIDELINES FOR 
HERITAGE HOTELS 

In view of the notifications issued by the 
Revenue Department (Conversion of 
agricultural land for non-agricultural purposes 
in rural areas); by Urban Development & 
Housing Department (conversion of existing 
heritage hotels and other heritage properties 
into heritage hotels or other tourism units) 
and Department of Rural Development & and Department of Rural Development & 
Panchayati Raj (allotment, change of use of 
land and Regularisation of Abadi Land in 
Panchayat Area for Tourism Units) 

GOOD NEWS FOR FILM MAKERS

Rajasthan, which has always been a popular 
destination for film makers, has made it even 
easier and cost effective for them to shoot 
films. Considering the long standing demands 
of film producers the Department of Tourism 
(DOT), Government of Rajasthan has waived 
off the Application Fee, Processing Charges 
and Security Deposit for shooting films in the and Security Deposit for shooting films in the 
State.

DISCOUNTS FOR BULK 
BOOKINGS IN RTDC HOTELS

The Rajasthan Tourism Development 
Corporation (RTDC) has formulated the ‘Hotel 
Reservation Policy 2016’ for its 41 hotels. 
Categorized into hotels, motels and heritage 
properties, they are spread all over the State 
and are located in prime areas. The Policy 
makes it clear about the various kinds of 
discounts to be given to the different discounts to be given to the different 
categories of travelers.

RAJASTHAN TOURISM BAGS 
PRESTIGIOUS 
LONELY PLANET AWARD 

 The Department of Tourism (DOT), 
Government of Rajasthan has bagged the 
prestigious ‘Lonely Planet Magazine India 
Travel Awards 2016’ in the category of Best 
Indian Destination for ‘Relaxation’. 

TWO NEW ITINERARIES 
FOR RROW
There is a good news for tourists who want to 
travel on the luxury train, Royal Rajasthan on 
Wheels (RROW). The Rajasthan Tourism 
Development Corporation (RTDC) has 
announced two more itineraries today for the 
RROW for the tourist season 2016-17.

The contest ran across all social media platforms of Rajasthan Tourism. It encouraged the followers 
to claim their favourite thing about Rajasthan by naming it after themselves, or a name of their 
liking. Once the user did this, they received a digital certificate signed by honourable Chief Minister 
of Rajasthan, Mrs. Vasundhara Raje. They also received the ‘bragging rights’ to having their own 
digital stamp on Rajasthan. For instance, through the eyes of Arya, it becomes Aryasthan. Through 
the eyes of Meera, it becomes ‘Meerasthan’.  This reflected that Rajasthan looks different through 
the eyes of different travellers. This activity not only helped the Department to familiarize their 
audiences with various attractions and destinations in Rajasthan but also got connected with them.audiences with various attractions and destinations in Rajasthan but also got connected with them.

The contest was held between from 25 May to 31 May across all major social media platforms like 
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. All social channels redirected the users to a microsite where they 
could participate in the contest and claim a piece of Rajasthan. The microsite recorded a total of 
about 900 entries along with enthusiastic interaction on Twitter with a reach of more than 5,59,579 
followers, 548 favourites, 248 replies and140+ users tweeting with the official hashtag #MySthan. 
The handle also marked a progressive 40.5% growth in followers. Along with Twitter, Facebook and 
Instagram also observed a reasonable increase in followers and interaction making Claim #MySthan 
a great success on digital media.a great success on digital media.

 As a result of this engaging activity, five lucky winners – two international and three from India, 
have been awarded with a free 2 days, 1 night stay in Rajasthan. The winners are : Tina Xiong from 
Germany, JMattCox from USA while Asha Dixit, Hemant Kunawat and Amit Bhat are from India. 

  

Now attractive discounts are being offered for bulk bookings of the rooms in the RTDC hotels. For 
instance, during the off season (April to September) any client booking 25 to 35 rooms even for one 
day will be entitled to a discount of 30% and during the season (October to March), the discount 
will be 20%. Similarly, if a block of 36 rooms and above are booked even for one day the off season 
discount will be 40% and during the season it will be 25%. The off season discount is not applicable 
to the RTDC Hotels located at Mount Abu.
 
With the Policy in place and various categories of discounts available the Corporation will be hard With the Policy in place and various categories of discounts available the Corporation will be hard 
selling its accommodation and services.
 
Among the discounts available for the various categories of tourists are for employees of the State Among the discounts available for the various categories of tourists are for employees of the State 
and the Union Government including of nationalized banks, public sector undertakings, etc. (20%); 
only women traveller both single or in a group (25%); senior citizens (20%) and physically challenged 
(30%). The accompanying attendant for the physically challenged visitor will be free of charge in the 
same room. However, certain conditions apply to the above category of discounts.
 
The booking for all the RTThe booking for all the RTDC hotels, motels, package city tours as well as the two luxury trains, 
Royal Rajasthan on Wheels (RROW) and Palace on Wheels (POW) can now be done online. One 
needs to just visit http://rtdc.tourism.rajasthan.gov.in/. Look forward to hearing from tour 
operators / travel agents, among others. 

They also laid the foundation of the Eklavya Model Residential School which will be setup at a cost 
of Rs. 12 crores. On the occasion Chief Minister announced a sum of Rs. 7 crores for development 
of the Mewar Complex; Rs. 1.63 crores for the Gogunda Rajtilak Complex and Rs. 65 lakhs for the 
development of  memorial of Maharana Pratap at Chawand. Rajasthan Home Minister, Shri Gulab 
Chand Kataria was also present on the occasion.
The awards given this year in other categories are on culture, adventure, value, romance, shopping, The awards given this year in other categories are on culture, adventure, value, romance, shopping, 
wildlife, food & drink, family and best emerging destination. It is to be recalled that in the year 2014 
too, the Rajasthan Tourism had bagged the ‘Lonely Planet Award in the category of ‘Best 
Destination for Families’.
 
This award is yet another testament of Rajasthan’s new aggressive multimedia marketing 
campaign as well as strengthening of tourism infrastructure.

The award was received recently by the Mumbai based Deputy Director of Tourism, Government of 
Rajasthan, Mr. Manoj Singh from cine actor Mr. Gulshan Devaiya and Brand Manager, NaurishCo 
Beverages Ltd., Ms. Ankita Choudhary.

The awards given this year in other categories are on culture, adventure, value, romance, shopping, 
wildlife, food & drink, family and best emerging destination. It is to be recalled that in the year 
2014, the Rajasthan Tourism had bagged the ‘Lonely Planet Award in the category of ‘Best 
Destination for Families’.
  
This award is yet another testament of Rajasthan’s new aggressive multimedia marketing 
campaign as well as strengthening of tourism infrastructure.

DIGITAL CONTEST ‘MYSTHAN’ 
BECOMES A HIT

Ever since Rajasthan Tourism launched its 
aggressive multi-model campaign for 
promoting the State as a tourism destination, 
the digital platform is playing a pivotal role in 
the promotion of the sector. As a part of the 
digital ‘Claim #MySthan’ contest, the followers 
were not just asked  to come visit Rajasthan, 
but also claim a part of it for themselves. but also claim a part of it for themselves. 

MAHARANA PRATAP STATUE 
UNVEILED 

On the occasion of the 475th anniversary of 
Maharana Pratap, the Union Home Minister, 
Shri Rajnath Singh and Rajasthan Chief 
Minister, Smt. Vasundhara Raje  unveiled the 
statue of Maharana Pratap on 7th  June, 2016 
at Gogunda in Udaipur district. 


